
NOTES FROM FCPS SB Hearing on 1.8.11 regarding SW Boundary Study

5Amy Riddick – PTA Pres. At Fairview ES to rep. the 11 schools who signed the
resolution.  These PTA’s banded together willingly.  Collectively, they represent 8500
students –more than half the students affected by the proposed changes.  Legitimate
concerns remain.  That else has been missed?  What other data should be looked at? Why
is a vote scheduled before this pertinent data is reviewed?  Would shift 1700 students
around.  Inttelloigent people who have reviewed the data.

6-Elizabeth Vittori – Fairfax parent,  The benefit of this proposal to anyone completely
escapes me.  The map of the proposed changes looks like an airline travel map.  Children
will be moved before any brick and mortar classrooms can be started and that means
trailers….Every option begs more questions than it answers.  I was gobsmacked to hear
the Sup. Say he would use the funds from the closure of Clifton to fund FDK.  Isn’t that
money part of the CIP?  FDK is a laudable goal but to consider implementing it when
teachers are on a 3-year pay freeze.  Is it actually possible that this redistricting really
could be that poorly planned?   As recently as yesterday one board member was once
again openly disparaging PTAs in the boundary study. Wouldn’t that time be better spent
listening to and partnering with stakeholders to find mutally benefical resolutions?
Whern there is so much doubt, don’t – slow down.

Woman:  How many times can the same dollar be spent?

Rob Jones – Objectives not achieved by the process - for the more than 125 attendees you
could only ask qeusions within your own gourp.  Due to process, the same question was
asked 14 times.  In my group I aske a ? and got three different answers from three
different staffers at the Fairview ES engagement meeting.   I would suggest you have a
panel of qualified staff – process felt more like divide and conquer.

Kari Meyer:  Willow Spring PTA – WE are simply asking that realistic projections be
shown.  The

Brian Schultz – For some reasons that is inexplicable it seem you ignore us at every turn.
It’s embarrassing that this auditorium isn’t filled with people angry with you but they
have so categorically given up on you that they have no confidence in you.   WE the
people of this community are sick and tired of it.  The Tom Foolery has got to stop and
you have to start acting like fiscally responsible leaders in our community and vote the
right way.

Elizabeth Schultz – Our family, our  community and the SW portion of this county has
suffered under the guise of a good decision long enough.  You are categorically playing a
game of where is the lady.  The queen is moving on the table and we can’t ever figure out
what you are trying to get to.   We had bus drivers come answer quesitons- they couldn’t
answer questions – Ms. Wilson, you admitted th e process was broken If the front end of
the process is broken  then you can’t get to the back of the process and assume integrity



at the end of the process that wasn’t there to start with.   This boundary study has no
integrity – start over.

Matt Brooks:  Please stop this ridiculous shell game.  We are the second richest county in
the country and we can’t afford to build a new school?  Take the site if you have to –
eminent domain.

Patti Hopkins – the savings from the closing of clifton and the operational savings will
more than cover the cost of putting in FDK.  How many way are you skinning the Clifton
cat?    Each PTA who signed the resolution did it because they

Anne Boley:  Liz Bradsher lobbied against members of her own district to close Clifton
but I question the info she used to  -

Lisa Lucas:  Many are qeusetioning why this boundary study is being rushed?  Why are
there still so many unanswered questions?

Jody Bennett:  At the last meeting, SB members went out of there way heaping praise on
the FDK and foreign language advocates.   The last time you heard from the parents in
Clifton – you have time.  Mrs. Bradsher I hope you have time now to meet with them –
they are ready to work with you. Can you be ready to work with them?

Lin Dai -   Public concern and opposition is overwhelming.  I don’t know how you don’t
see that.   11 PTA has signed a resolution asking that the boundary study be stopped.  In
an area with no overcrowding you have actually created an issue.

Greg Clifton – We should have looked at everything first and then make our decision for
Clifton.    The problem I have is that I don’t know if that is the final decision.  Will we be
going through this again in five years.

William Wiehe, Jr. – Our School system is becoming a burden not an asset.   I live in a
county whose excecutive compile reams of studies and staff reports justifying decisions
made behind closed doors rather than consider actual facts and constitutent concerns
before making them.

Kristina Wasserott:  I’m not trying to do anyone’s job, but I’m trying to point out that
there are other solutions that are less impacting.

Janet Oterson:  You guys are very quick to criticize groups that are single issue like
Clifton, ZTR, and those of us who opposed the acquisition of GHII, but it seems like they
have your blessing if its an issue you care about deeply – FLES, FDK – my you rolled
out the red carpet for them – soco middle solutions group and of course SOAR so I’m
confused how these groups are treated by you guys and honestly I think the foolishness
should stop and any group that comes here to advocate for their community and their
children should be open arms – let’s have a level playing feeling.  Closing Clifton caused
this mess.    This whole mess was caused by a very poor decision by this Board.  You



think strategic governance is about following everybody.  It  isn’t.  We elect you to think
for yourselves and do the right thing.   One of two things – she’s a liar or ignorant of the
facts.

Shan Thiru:  None of the parents are happy.  The closing of one school is making all this
mess.

Michael Schick:  I saw 12 well meaning INDVLs…taking care of our kids should be our
We need focus.  Hasn’t staff been to school before.  You don’t split a neighborhood.
Vote down the resolution.  Make this end.  Start over.

Douglas Lamb – Sully area – it employees the domino effect – of moving one group of
students out to bring another group in.  When we ask ourselves are we putting our
communities back together or are we tearing them apart we ought to be able to answer –
back together.  But in some cases as in the case of our three streets, we are tearing them
apart.  This is not about one school being better than another.  It’s about the disruption of
the move.  Because children advance best in familiar and consistent surroundings.

Beth Tweddle – Ms. Bradsher reminded everyone you are the reps of the people.  I have
to join so many people in asking what happened to that?  Will this divide neighborhoods?
The answer is yes.  Are you reping the people and are you good steward of the people’s
money. I hope you remember you are dealing with people’s lives. We are human beings.
We are not lines on a map. And we  are not labeled ubsets based on what language we
speak, how much money we make or what grades our kids bring home.  Its that we are
people.  We are people that elected you.  You represent us and we are asking you to listen
to us.

Mike Grasso:  My big question is do you guys ever actually listen to the people who
come up here and tell you their feelings?    I think not.  I have the feeling that you people
build things by the attic first.  If one trailer goes in and kids have to walk out of a trailer
to go to the main building to go to the bathroom – that’s your fault because everybody at
Gatehouse I should have to go out of a trailer to the building to go to the bathroom.
When you put together a plan that takes care of the kids then you are going to have my
vote.  Right now you don’t have my vote.  Do the right thing for the kids and do the right
thing for the teachers.

Dwayne Nitz – Lewis and Clark Development Team for Charter Schools.

Kim Farrell -  The community needs answers to their questions before the board selects
an option that will impact hundreds of children and families.  Put Clifton ES back into the
study – all the reasons to close Clifton are off the table (water, enrollment)   The PTA
petition reps many voices speaking to you.

Wendy Everard – I have serious concerns about the validity of the numbers used for all
the options.  Why would you move forward when 11 of your 20 schools have a lack of
confidence in the options presented?



Charlie Rau
SW Regional Planning Committee?

Bill Holloway - Slow down it is not a race  I encourage you to respect the PTAs and their
memberships.  Listen to what they are saying to you.

Megan McLaughlin - What has happened to Clifton is deeply disconcerting.

They are closing an award winning school and shuffling kids -

Work Session on Feb. 14th

Meeting is on Feb. 24th.

Missing SB members:  Gibson and Hone at a conference – Reed and Evans have to leave
early.


